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RF machines





• Radiofrequency (RF) is implemented 
percutaneously by means of an insulated 
needle with a metal active tip that is placed in 
the appropriate nerve pathway.

• Current alters the function of the nerve and 
blocks transmission of the painful signal

• RF current does not treat the cause of pain, its 
palliative effect allows the patient to return to 
better daily activities.



Hx

• The use of electricity to treat pain was first 
described in 1931, to gasserian ganglion for 
the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia

• High-frequency alternating current was then 
introduced as a method of producing lesions 
of a predictable size. 



Hx

• The first reported use of RF current in the 
management of pain focused on percutaneous 
lateral cordotomy to treat malignant pain. 

• The first use for nonmalignant pain began in 
the 1970s for treatment of trigeminal 
neuralgia



Radiofrequency Lesion Generator

A typical RF lesion generator has the following 
systems:

1- continuous impedance monitoring

2- nerve stimulation

3- monitoring of voltage, current   
temperature           

4-Continuos&pulsed current delivery 
mode



• The current flows from the electrode tip 
through the body to a dispersive grounding 
electrode. 

• RF current alternates at a very high frequency 
(approximately 500 kHz).



PHYSICS OF RF NEUROTOMY

RF Generator

ground plate

electrode

•Alternating a high-frequency 
(500,000 Hz) electrical current 
causes charged proteins to 
oscillate and they will heat

•This oscillation heats the tissues 
sufficiently to coagulate them

•This is greatest near the tip of 
the electrode, where the electric 
field is most dense

•Destruction of neural tissue at > 
450C



Radiofrequency Lesion Generator

• The grounding electrode serves to complete 
the circuit and to disperse heat buildup, 
thereby preventing a burn of the skin.



Principle of RF

• A very-high frequency current passage down a 
27G thermocouple probe which is inserted 
through a special 22G fully insulated cannula 
except for its tip.



Nerve Stimulation

• Sensory stimulation occurs at 50 Hz and is 
used to determine the distance between the 
electrode and the targeted nerve fiber.

• Sensory stimulation can be used to determine 
the accuracy of needle placement



• Aiming the strongest sensory stimulation at 
the lowest possible voltage. 

• The cannula needs to be within 3 mm of the 
nerve in order to create an adequate lesion 
and a maximum stimulation level of around 
0.6 V would indicate this.



• Motor stimulation occurs at 2 Hz and is used 
to determine whether a needle is placed too 
close to motor fibers, typically the ventral rami 
of the spinal nerve root during the MBB.

• This type of stimulation is recommended to

avoid unintended damage to neural structures



Radiofrequency Lesion Generator

• RF energy can be applied as either continuous 
or pulsed  current. 

• CRF current heats the tissue surrounding the 
electrode and lyses the targeted nerve.

• CRF destroys all fiber types within a nerve and 
is not selective for any one fiber type



• The current passes down the thermocouple 
probe and heats the surrounding tissues to a 
temperature controlled by the operator.

• The lesion is shaped like a match with a 
diameter of about 2–4 mm



• Dense RF current flow 
in tissue surrounding 
probe creates ionic 
heating

• Tissue heat conducted 
to probe.

• Thermocouple at 
probe tip measures 
tissue temperature.

Exposed Active Tip Cannula Insulated Part

Monopolar RF heating with CRF 
Cannula



Variables Influencing Lesion Size

• 1-Conductivity of the tissues

• 2-Vascularity of the surrounding tissue: higher 
vascularity lower lesion size and vice versa(CSF 
and Bone)

• 3-Tip Length & Diameter of the electrode

• 4-Temperature

• 5-Duration of the RF application
– Need time for equilibrium

– Lesion size stable after equilibrium reached



Different Size,tip length, guage



THE GEOMETRY OF THE LESION 
GENERATED
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• Coagulation occurs principally in a 
radial direction, perpendicular to 
the long axis of the electrode, i.e. 
sideways.

• Tissues up to 1.6 or 2.3 electrode-
widths away from the electrode 
surface are coagulated. 



Tip Length & Diameter



Time Dependence

 The volume of coagulated tissue expands as the temperature increases to 

80o C:

 When 80o C is attained, the lesion is about 60% its maximum size

 If the temperature is maintained at 80o C for 30 seconds, the lesion increases 

to 85% of its maximum size

 After 60 secs, it reaches 94% the size attained by maintaining the temperate 

at 80o C for 90 seconds

 Depends on the duration 

of coagulation

 Optimal duration: 

between 60 and 90 

seconds







• Tissue temperature: The volume of the lesion expands in 
direct proportion to the temperature surrounding the 
electrode, up to a maximum temperature of 90°C.

• -wallerian degeneration effected by CRF at 80° C.

• Duration of coagulation: The volume of the lesion grows 
over time until it reaches its maximal size at approximately 
90 seconds.

• Gauge of electrode and length and gauge of active 
electrode tip: Larger-gauge electrodes and longer AT 
produce a larger lesion



CRF

• Very little energy extends distal to the tip. 

• The electrode must be positioned parallel to the nerve



CRF & Cooled RF



Cooled RF

• Is designed to treat complicated and variable 
nerves through large volume, spherical 
lesions. 

• Water is circulated through the device while 
nervous tissue is heated, creating a treatment 
area larger than with CRF.



Ionic Heating Using Cooled RF

 Conventional RF lesion size is limited by heat 
generated in the tissue adjacent to the electrode

 Cooling tissue adjacent to the electrode (via cooling the 

RF probe) increases radius of overall effective heating.

Non-cooled

Cooled

Temperature

Distance

80° C

45° C

r

Probe 



Ionic Heating in 3-D Using Cooled RF

Standard RF

4 mmV = ‘x’ mm3

• Internal cooling doubles the lesion radius and 
increases the lesion volume by a factor of 8

Internally Cooled RF Probe

8 mm
V = 8‘x’ mm3

2·r  8·r3



Cooled RF

COOLIEF* multi-cooled RF module enables 
placement of up to four lesions in one 
operation. This reduces procedure time, which 
can potentially improve operating room 
utilization.



Where Is The Highest Temp for CRF

The hottest temperatures occur at the 
probe/tissue interface. But desiccation and 
charring can limit the amount of energy entering 
the tissue, resulting in smaller lesions. 



Where Is The Highest Temp for Cooled 
RF

• With cooled RF, the highest temperatures are 
recorded 2 mm from the electrode surface, 
and a higher temperature compared to 
conventional RF is maintained 4-8 mm from 
the electrode surface.



Bipolar RF

• Bipolar RFA consists of two electrode tips placed 
alongside each other. This allows current to pass 
from one electrode to the other.

• The current density and electric fields are 
focused between the two electrodes, and when 
optimally spaced, the result is a lesion larger.

• Other factors that influence the size of lesions 
include the composition of tissue, energy used, 
and the gauge of cannule.



If 2 needles are spaced more than 
6mm apart, two discrete unipolar 

lesion will create.







Limitations of CRF

• Size (width/length) of lesion depends upon probe 
length and girth

• If temperatures rise above 100o C, initially boiling and 
cavitation occurs, then tissue charring results
– Unpredictable or inefficient delivery of thermal energy 

results

– Lesion is not predictably larger



Pulsed RF

• Introduced in 1998. 

• Delivers RF current in small bursts and thus 
prevents the accumulation of heat around the 
electrode

• PRF procedure reversibly disrupts the 
transmission of impulses across small 
unmyelinated fibers and causes a blockade of 
pain signals.





Continuous Impedance Monitoring

• Impedance monitoring is primarily used to 
confirm continuity of the electrical circuit

• in the PRF, impedance monitoring is more 
crucial because the strength of the electrical 
field is decreased when impedance is high.

• High impedance can reduce the efficacy of the 
procedure and may be a cause of treatment 
failure



• Impedance varies from 200 to 800 ohms 
during an RF lesion and is greatly affected by 
density of the tissues in which the AT is 
placed. 

• Impedance is high when an electrode is placed 
in densely packed tissue (e.g., scar tissue), it is 
low when an electrode is placed inside a blood 
vessel



Impedans

• The impedans will be 400 Ω in extradural 
tissues and measuring a 200 will warn 
operator that the tip is passed to the CSF.

• Similarly, during procedures with 
intervertebral disc, an impedans is very high 
and it falls below 200 Ω while nucleus 
pulposus is reached



Monitoring of Temperature, Voltage,
and Current

Voltage monitoring and current monitoring are 
of secondary importance when producing a 
heat lesion, because they are automatically 
adjusted in accordance with the temperature 
setting.

In the pulsed RF, both impedance and current 
are important.



Voltage output is adjusted using the 
generator.

Impedance can be decreased by injection of 
saline solution. 

The goal is to adjust these variables to produce 
a current of approximately 200 mA. 
Temperature is of secondary importance, as 
long as it remains lower than neurolytic levels 
(45°C ).



• Voltage in the continuous mode is 15 to 25 V, 
compared with 45 V in the pulsed mode.

• Electric field is strongest at the tip of the 
electrode, electrodes be placed perpendicular, 
to the targeted nerve during  PRF lesion.



Therapeutic effect of PRF

• Result of the electrical field, rather than of the thermal 
effects. Acting on the function of voltage-gated ion 
channels.

• Create intense electrical fields while keeping the 
temperature lower than neurolytic levels. 

• This is done by delivering short bursts of energy (20 
milliseconds)   twice per second, followed by a quiet phase 
(lasting 480 milliseconds) during which no current is 
applied.

• Allows for heat dissipation, thus keeping the tissue 
temperature lower than the neurodestructive threshold of 
45°C.



• Raising the voltage from 45 to 55 V caused a 
proportional rise in the electric field, which at 
a distance of 2.5mm increased along the 
radial and axial axis. 

• As expected, the increase in electric field 
magnitude was approximately proportional to 
the increase in the applied voltage (20%). 



• The recently proposed PRF protocol based on a higher 
voltage (55 V instead of 45 V), shorter pulses (5 ms
instead of 20 ms) and a higher pulse frequency 
repetition (5 Hz instead of 2 Hz) can increase the 
electric field magnitude reached in the tissue without 
raising the temperature as the total time of exposure 
to RF is considerably reduced. 

• What really avoids thermal damage is the use of a 
temperature controller, which keeps the electric field 
magnitude at the same level



• When PRF energy is applied to the DRG, it 
induces changes in gene expression within the 
dorsal horn of the spinal cord. 

• The rapidly alternating current alters pain 
transmission by activation of a protein called 
C- Fos.

• These effects are not temperature dependent 
and seem to occur as a result of current

fluctuations, rather than tissue heating.



• Hagiwara et al:

• PRF may actually enhance the descending 
noradrenergic and serotonergic inhibitory 
pathways, which are intimately involved in the 
modulation of neuropathic pain. 



• Studies also suggest that pulsed electric fields

could improve transmission, modulate the 
immune system, and reduce chronic 
inflammatory reactions.



RCE PRF Catheter or EPRF



• High-voltage PRF is as safe as standard-voltage 
PRF and is more effective in treating idiopathic 
TN.

• In summary, PRF may modulate the nerves 
rather than destroy them.



• PRF neuromodulatory mechanism “C-Fos
expression and/or reduced release of substance 
p in the dorsal horns leading to reduced 
nociception and hyperalgesia ” are of delayed 
response up to (4–6) weeks. 

• Hence, this neuromodulatory pulsed RF, has a 
time-lag that might not be tolerated in patients.



• We tried the high (super) voltage method by 
adjusting the manual mode of the Baylis
generator at 60–70 volt assuming to augment 
the pain-relieving effect of pulsed RF and found 
better VAS decline.



PRF

• Sluijter describes four phases in a pulsed RF 
treatment procedure:

• a. A stunning phase, which provides immediate 
relief.

• b. A phase of post procedure discomfort, which 
may last for up to 3 weeks.

• c. A phase of beneficial clinical effect, which has a 
variable duration.

• d. A phase of recurrence of pain, many cases 
record 4–24 months of relief 



Complication of PRF

• Experimental evidence also indicates that PRF 
results in cellular damage that appears to be 
more pronounced for C fibers.

• PRF lesioning is traditionally considered safer 
than  CRF because it has no reported 
neurologic side effects.





PDRF

• In PDRF a full pulse with a certain amplitude 
and duration is always given. 

• To keep the temperature under a certain limit, 
the generator waits until the temperature has 
dropped below the selected temperature limit 
and then gives a pulse with amplitude and 
duration like the previously delivered pulses.



PDRF

• In PDRF the aim is to modulate the electrical 
field to achieve a neuromodulatory effect; 
therefore the dose or used voltage should be 
kept constant to facilitate comparison 
between patients or different doses in specific 
target sites.



• CRF treatment is  contraindicated in all nerve 
that carries motor fibers .

• CRF is contraindicated in neuropathic pain and 
PRF is safe in locations where CRF may be 
potentially hazardous, DRG lesioning. 

• PRF is virtually painless as no heat is 
generated.



F

• The high temperature applied with CRF is 
neurodestructive and is usually characterized 
by a period of discomfort, including 
hypoanesthesia and a neuritis-like reaction.

• Sometimes pain may potentially worsen due 
to nerve regeneration and may lead to 
neuroma formation. 



PRF 
Complication

•In the publication of Cahana et al., it is stated 
that there is documentation of more than 
1200 patients who have been treated with 
pulsed RF and no neurological complication 
was reported.



• This study included 222 patients who received 
RFA procedures. Fifty-two patients received 
RFA procedures with the presence of 
hardware at the site of RFA and 170 patients 
received RFA procedures with the absence of 
hardware at the site of RFA.





• providing RFA therapy to patients with existing 
hardware is not only safe but also effective. 
Although there is evidence to suggest that the 
stainless-steel and titanium screws commonly 
used in spinal surgery are capable of sustaining 
significant increases in temperature during RFA.

• In the clinical setting no effect, negative or 
otherwise, was detected by practitioners or 
patients as a result of this reality.
























